
Defender for Office 365
Defender for Office 365 supports organizations 
throughout the lifecycle of an attack.

What is the economic impact?

Why Defender?
• Native protection for Office 365: built-in protection simplified administration, 
lowers total cost of ownership, and boost productivity

• Industry-leading AI & automation: unparalleled scale and effectiveness with 
powerful automate workflows improve Security Operations efficiency

• Comprehensive approach: a complete solution for 
collaboration protects organization from attacks across the kill chain

89.3%
reduction in investigation
& response times

96%
better understand risks

94%
better protect users

A holistic view 
of threat protection

Defender for Office 365 helps organizations secure their 
enterprise by offering a comprehensive slate of prevention, 

detection, investigation and hunting, response and
 remediation, awareness and training, and 

secure posture features. 
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Design Your Threat Protection 
According to Your Own Needs

Planning: Identify the users protected by Microsoft 365 and the default policies for the service.

Preparation: Set up the Defender default policies in monitor mode and license users in preparation for the 
implementation phase.

Implementation: Block or Replace mode rules will be set up for a small subset of users to pilot the features 
prior to turning on the feature for the rest of the users.  Once the pilot is complete, the default policies will be 
converted to Block or Replace mode.

Support: Customize rules for individual users and or groups and add customizations to existing and or new 
services not part of Defender (Anti-Spam, Anti-Malware, DKIM, ATP Anti-Phishing). Set up configurations from 
the Security & Compliance center (Data Loss Prevention, Data Governance, Reporting, Data Classifications)

OUR 
PROCESS PLANNING PREPARATION IMPLEMENTATION SUPPORT

THE MICROSOFT & MANAGED SOLUTION ADVANTAGE
While we follow our tried and true process, we are providing more than a product; we are providing a 

customized solution fit to your budget, timeline, and goals. We lean on the innovative Microsoft 
technologies to support your business, and add in our specialized and certified engineers, making 
sure we align the right skill sets to the right job. In addition to our Solution Architects and Implementation 
Specialists, you’ll have access to a Project Manager to ensure timely delivery of the Scope of Work, and 
checking in regularly for any necessary changes or updates. At the end of each project, we do a full review 
to make sure you’re satisfied. 

With threats only increasing, it’s critical to get protected, and what better way to keep your users and data 

safe than with the industry leader. You can’t go wrong with its powerful campaign analysis, automated 
responses, integrated protection, detailed and actionable reporting, threat investigation, and compromise 
detection and response. 

Threats are lurking. What are you waiting for? Contact us today.


